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Preace

-Mandates for Accessibility
Several federal and many state laws and codes re-
qiiire that buildings be accessible to the physically
handicapped. The passage of the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973 (Public Law 93-112) broadened the coverage
of accessibility requirements affecting higher edu-

. cation. Section 504 of this Act states: "No otherwise
qualified handicapped individual in the United
States . . . shall, solely by reason of handicap, be
excluded from participation in, be denied the bene-

. fits of; or be subjected to discrimination under any
program or activity receiving Federal financial assis-
tance."

HEW's regulations implementing Sectidi; 504 be-
cameeffective on Jung 3, 1977, and require recipi-
ents of HEW fynds to make all programs and
services accessible to qualified handicapped indi-
viduals.. To accomplish this, retrofit of existing
buildings may .be necessary. This publication ad-
dresses those problems that the campus faces when
attempting to make these modifications. It has been
found that man retrofits" for accessibility do not
make the buildings truly accessible, because the
designer did not fully understand the needs of the
disabled. Modifications such as curb cuts, which
have been constructed using too steep an angle and
an abrupt edge at the street level, can actually be
more dangerous to the disabled person than no
curb cuts at all. This publication will help you create
an affordable accessible environment by giving
guidance on requirements and methods of retrofit-
ting that meet the needs of the disabled.

An Overview of Section SO4
and Other Laws
Structural modifications do not have to be madviton
every campus building. They do have to be made
where programs are offered. The concept of pro-
gram accessibility, a key term in Section 504,
ensures that all federally assisted programs and ac-

tivities, when viewed on their entirety, are accessi-
blk to handicapped peoofts. Program. accessibility
does not require that all existing facilities be made
accessible, so long as the programs and activities, as
a whole, are accessible: Thus a college or university
may provide for full participation for haddicapped
students, staff, and faculty without :renovating,
every existing classroom building, office space, or
residence hall. This requirement, for program rather
thanlatility accessibility may relieve some schools
from the necessity of extensively ienovafing bite-
hues. If, however', a building houses programs or
activities not available elsewhere, 9r serves a cere-
monial-ertraditional fundtioii that caii be consid-
ered part of the institution's program', then physical
access for -handicapped individuals may be re.
quired.

In addition, the regulation requires that any altera-
dons made to a facility omen of a facility that could
affect the usability of the building must "to the
maximum extent feasible" make the altered facility
or portion of the facility accessible to and usable by
handicapped persons. For example, if a doorway or
wall is being altered, the door or' new wall opening
must provide the necessary clearance to accommo-
date people in wheelchairs. It on the other hand,
the roof were being replaced, there would be no
requirement for accessibility features since the alte-
rations cannot be done in a way that would affect
accessibility of the building. This requirement,
which applies 'to any alterations undertaken after
June 3, 1977, could affect a significant number of
campus buildings as older structures are systemati-
cally rehabilitated.

Presidential Executive Order 11914 of 1976 concern-
ing Section 504 mandated all federal agencies that
extend financial assistancelO recipients to develop,
publish, and implement Section 504 regulations.
Further, it directed the Department of Health, Edu-
catioh, and Welfare (HEW) to develop guidelines
for agency review to ensure the consistency of these
regulations.
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Executive Order 11914 was superseded on
November 2,191#0 by Executive Order 12250 which
consolidated all dvil rights coordinating authority
in the Department of justice. The impact on Section
504 is significant because the Department of Health
and Human Services (successor to HEW) no longer
has the responsibility foir coordinating the de-
velopment of the kegulafions. This new Executive
Order expands the responsibility to include coor-
dinating the implementation of the regulations and
technical assistance and training. If an institution is
receiving ftinding from several federal agencies, it
should contact the Office of Coordination and Re-
view within the Department of Justice to resolve
any inconsistencies of overlapping Section 504 reg-
ulations. . .

Another federal law t hat might have applicability
on campuses is the Mchitectural Barriers Act of
1468, which requires.that all buildings and facilities

. owned, occupied, or financed by the United States
government be accessible to and usable by handi-
capped persons. Specifically, this law applies to
buildings and facilities designed, constructed, al-
tered, or leased by the federal government after
August 12, 1968, and to those whose construction

` was financed wholly or in part with federal funds.
__Responsibility for establishing accessibility stan-

dards for all Such buildingsand facilities is assigned
to the Administrator of General Services, the
United States Postal Service, and e Secretaries of
the Departments of Housing and rban Develop-
ment and Defense, in consultatio with the Secre'
tary of Health, Education and Welfare. Enforce-
ment of compliance rests with the federal agencies
and the Architectural and Transportation Barriers
Compliance Board.

This act would apply to construction funded
thwtigh federal programs such as the Higher Edu-
colon Facilities Act and the College Housing Loan
Program.. In September 1969, the General Services
Administration and several federal agencies
adopted ANS: A117.1 as the standard for com-
pliance. Therefore, most facilities constructed since
September 1999. ith federal su port must comply
with ANSI A117.1 (1961, R 1971).

In January 1.981 the Architectural and Transporta-
tion Barriers Compliance Board (ATBCB) adopted a
new minimum accessibility guideline. The Ar-:
chitectural Barriers Act implies that the four
standard - setting agencies previously mentioned
must conform to ATBCB's minimum guideline. The
consequence of this implication is that if your cam-
pus receives federal construction money, you will

be under the regulations of one or more of the
standards set by the standard-setting agencies. If
your campus is using anyAfederal monies for con-
struction, you should stay abreast of any regulatory
action taken on this subject. You should-also study
the intricacies of the Architectural Barriers Act.

It is poisibie that a particular facility on your cam-
pus is subject to compliance under both Section 504
and the Architectural Barriers Act. For example, an
inspector for Section 504 compliance could.review a
facility on your campus and recommend that. you
spend .$15,000 to modify the building to meet 504
requirements, mak)ing both architectural and pro-
gram modifications. Then after the.. retrofit was
completed, an inspector from ATBCB could find
that the building was not built to agency standards
established by the Architectural Barriers Act. It
might cost your campus approximately $100,000 ,to
retrofit this facility to meet the Act's requirements.
Again, it Should be emphasized that it is the campus
administrator's responsibility. to !understand the
possible overlap of these laws because the different
enforcement agencies might or might not be aware
of other federal jurisdicticn. '
In addition, many states and local jurisdictions have
some type, of law on the books regarding architec-
tural barriers. Most of these laws preceded passage
of federal legislation. Thi coverage of these laws
varies greatly. Some legislation covers only state-
owned or state-funded new construction; some re-
quires accessibility, features to be included in any
major alterations for such projects; and still others
call for accessibility in all publicly used buildings,
such as theaters, restaurants, hotels, muldfaniify
residential units, and similar commercial, indus-
trial, or health installations.

Standards and Codei
Federal, state, and local accessibility requirements
are implemented through the application of design
specifications or standards, generally enforced by
means of building codes. The American National
Standards Institute (ANSI A117.1), "Specifications
for Making Buildings and Facilities Accessible to,
and Usable by, the Physically Handicapped," is the
original, and still most widely used, accessibility
standard. First issued in 1961 and reissued without
change in 1971, the original edition is officially des-
ignated as ANSI A117,1-1961 (R 1971)..An extensive
research project, conducted from 1974 to 1979, has
culminated in a revised and expanded document,
ANSI A117:1(1980).
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ANSI standards do not have the force of ltyv. They
are, rather, a recommended set of minimum design
criteria established to serve as the basis for codes*
and regulatioas. The purpose of ANSI A117.1 is to

0 spedf a uniform set of minimum requirements
below whicVshe detailed requirements of codes
and regulati %thould not fall.

A standard his the force of laW only when it is
specifically referenced in a building code, regula-
tion, or legislative act. Following its, issuance in
1961, ANSI A117.1 was adopted in many of the
building ;odes, regulations, and state accessibility
laws. It . has also been adopted by many federal
agencies: it is the standard for design of new
facilities and alterations referenced in HEW's Sec-
tion 504 regulations. Wherever ANSI A117.1-1961
(R 1971) is referencedas (t is in HEW's regulation'
the 1980 revision will not apply unless an until

>"

.

each regulation, code, or statute is amen ded to in-
clude it.

If there are seveital applicable 'requirements, com-
pliance with thistricter code, where a difference
exists, usually ensures compliance with the less
stringent requirement. in addition, most state and 0

local codes, as well as HEW's regulationek for im-
plementing Section 504, provide for approval in the
referenced standard, if equivalent or better access is
provided by the alternate means.

Although many building codes are based on one of
three major codes and most accessibility require-
ments follow ANSI A117.1-1961 (R 1971)trelatively
closely, it is impossible to generalize about loCat
code requirements. Most codes differ, if not In de-
sign specifications, then in scope and coverage of ,
tfie accessibility requirements.
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This publication is divided into seven chapters,
each of which is further divided into three sections.
The section divisions for each chapter are explained
below: _
.

Section AlEvaluatiniriteria: With' wings text,
and checklists, existing facilities can evaluated to
see if they provide accessibility for bled indi-
viduals. Section A . provides infrma on enabling
the user to investigate an existing Ca building
and to determine whether a person wi rdisability
can enter and use the interior spaced uited for
Section 50epr9gram accessibility. It ust be em-
phasized that The teria contained in first sec-
tion, if followed, o not provide a. free envi-
ronment, but that those items e = ntial for
basic accessibili are met. The en used for
evaluating existing buil4jngs are not meant to be used for
either the modification of edsting facilities oil for new
construction but solely to measure the editing Wilding to
determine if it meets the basis needs of disabled irslimdu-

. .

Mandatory evaluation requirements are outlined in
checklist form (0) at the beginning ofthe section.
Other information is phown for a better overview of
the problenufencountered when modifying a build-
ing.

If an existing facility on your campus does not meet
the Section A evaluating criteria, you can correct the
problem by using the drawings (Section B) and
specifications (Section C) found 4n each chapter.

It

Section 8/Solutions: Architectural construction draw- %,
kip ate presented in Section B as solutions to coin; AI
mon problems typically found in kisting facilities.
These solutions meet the new ANSI A117.1 1980
Standard as well as many other standards found ..

across the country. It is emphasized that afore thee
drawings are used, they shauld be reviewed by an ar-
chiteet to assure compliance with bail environmental
conditiqns and building codes. Althinigh these draw-
ings hive been created for modification, they can
also be used for depils in new construction.,

Section CISolutions: Thine areas requiring written.
specificatiOns are induded in Section C, Architec-
tural Spedficatio
ifications can be
work. They, too,
sional for

As with the ciniwings, the spec-
for both new and modification

id be reviewed by a licensed profes-
II I',

Costs
Costs play' an itnportant part in complying with
Section 504. Because of the detailed information
and the years of experience required for someone to
make an accurate cost projection of construction
work, we are licit attempting to provide 'cost infoi-
ination. This book is published and intended to be
used along with Modifying the Existing Campus Build-
ing for Accessibility: Accfssibk Products Catalog. The
Accessible Products Catalog provides a range of costs
for prodticts listed.
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A Path of Travel
To be consideted accessible, a path of travel must meet the
follouan requirements:

minhi3unt of 48 inches wide

0 firm and stable material .

0 meet ihanges of level with curb cuts

® slope of 'Igo or less (paths havinga slope greater
than '1:20 are considered\ ramps),

0 vertical drops no greater than Vi inch

0 have a non-slip surface

Curb Cuts
To be considered accessible, curb cuts shall:

0 not have a slope greater than 1:12

0 not have an abrupt drop of more than 1/2 inch at
the intersection of the street and,curb cut

0 have flared sides if pedestrians are likely to.ap-
proath from the side

0 if sides are flared, slope no steeper than 1:8

Parking Spaces
Parking spaces signed and reserved for the disabled shall:

0 have a level transfer area adIacent to the car of
not less than 4 feet

gi be as close as possible to the accessible entrance
-* of the building served and connected by an ac-

cessible path to that building

0 not require crossing behind vehicles

Grtings
0 If located in walking surface; they shall not have

spaces greater than 1/2 inch wide in one direction.

Certain aspects of the site amnote ignored if the
building and its programs are to be considered iic
cesSible. Once the accessible building entranceis
chosen, it is important to assure that a person with a .

mobility disability cangeeto the facility. This path of
vel has to originate from one of three places: a

vehicular drop-off spot and/or parking spot, a dtor
an ace sable path of travel 'Jilting the bAdin with
another accestble building:

_

i

U this path of travel crosses a roadway, curl, cuts
will lie required so that there is a smooth tritiefn
betieen the two leVell;The maximum slop fin' a
curb cut is 1:12. If this slope Is steeper, a person

,:using a wheelchair could be thrown backward as he
or she moves up the curb cut. The lip at the street/
curb cut intersection should not be any higher than
1/2 inch. If traffic is likely to approach this curb cut
from a '90° angle to the slope section, the sides
should'be flared (minimum slope of 1:8). The sur-
face of the curb cut should have a rough broom
finish to provide it with texture to alert a blind
person that he or she is approaching the street.

r a path of travel to be considered accessible, it
Must be stable, firm, and without broken areas that
create vertical .drqrs of more than 3/4 inch. Also
there should be no Vniipt drop-offs to the sides of
these \paths. The mffiimum width of an exterior .._
path shpuld not be less than 4 feet. The slope of this ' -
accessible path should not exceed 1:20. (If the slope
exceeds 1:20, then it will be considered a ramp and
will have to meet requirements for ramps which are
given in the next chapter.) .

There should be no gratings in these paths of travel
but if there is au existing one, the openings in one
direction should not be greater than 1/a inch. If the
openings are elongated, the placement of the grat-
ing should be so that the long dimension is perpen-
dicular to the dominant ditectidit of travel.

1
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Chapter 2

ENTRANCE

Selection of the Accessible Entrance
When selecting the accessible entranceyou should
take al points into consideration: The entrance
shoulibe either accessible at the time of the inspec-
tion or be the one most easily made accessible (i.e.,
choose an entrance with one step rather than six).
But, in some instances, you might have to evaluate
sever4 entrances to determine which is the best. If
the 'one\you have chosen does not provide accessi-
bility to ajor parts of the building or if it is located
on the opposite side of the building from the major
exterior canrinl circulation routes, you may have to
select another entrance.

Number and Types of Entrances
At least one major or primary entrance shall be
provided when modifying an existing building to
make it accessible to the handicapped. A major or
primary entrance is defined as:

0 Any access' point to a building, portion of a
building or facility used for the purpose of enter-
ing, but does hot include doors to,fire stairways,
other emergency exits, or doors used for servic-
ing the building, unless so designated and qual-
ified as a primary entrance.

0 It shall be leiched by an accessible route of travel
from a parking lot, public sidewalk, or vehicle
drop-off point.

0 Entrances shall not be plawd where the interior
path of travel would lead through hazardous or
service areas such as kitchens, mechanical
spaces, trash storage rooms, shops, etc.

More than one accessible primary entrance per
building is required if:

0 There is no elevator in the building; both floors
are required to meet program accessibility; there
are entrances at both the first and second levels
of a two-story building.

0

.4
Note This would only be applicable if there was no need
for accessible internal circulation between these floors;
i.e., dassivom space and Wary space within the same
building would not necessarily have to have interior circu-
lation belyeen them, but a gym and a locker room in a
physical Fialualtion facility would require an internal
means of circulation as it would not be reasonable to make
a student in awheelchair use an external circulation path
in cold or rainy weather, especially if he or she is dressed
in gym clothes.

There are areas in the overall building structure
that Pie required for program accessibility, but
cannotbe reachpd internally from the accessible
primary entrance; and the activities that take
place in these distinct and separate spaces
within the building do not require accessible
interior circulation.

PRINCIPAL ENTRANCE

SECOND ENTRANCE

More than one accessible primary entrance per
building should be considered but isot required if:

The major accessible pedestrian approaches are
at opposite ends of the building and the exterior
circulation path is over 200 feet.

Orhe vehicular and pedestrian paths of travel are
distinct and separate. In this case the second en-

0
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SECTION "A" EVALUATION OF THE EXISTING BUILDING

Ramp Changes of LeVel

When there is an abrupt change of level such as
step), a ramp can provide access to those in a
wheelchair. It is very important that any time a
ramp is used, it is designed properly or the ramp
itself becomes a barrier. At a minimum, ramps must
meet the following standarcii:

0 minimum width of 36 inches

O slope not to exceed 1:12L

O handrails on one side 32 incites above ramp level
extending 1 foot

21 surface non-slip (especially important in ex-,
tenor use where there is likely to be st4nding
water)

ihassesessisaimisisessesmiesu
OVER 200'

PARKING OR VEHICULAR
. DROP-OFF NT

trance to be made accessible might be a service
entrance, if this entrance provides the closest ac-
cess and care is taken so thit the safety of the
handicapped person is ensured and the path of
travel from this service entrance into the building
is not through hazardous or service space, other
than a.service corridor.

Note: A secondary entrance such as a side or service
entrance may be renovatect for ,use by the handicapped
when a separate primary' entrance is provided and the
building area accessible the secondary entrance is
also accessible by the pri ry entrance. Entrance or path
of travel for the hand' , shall not be through either
hazardous or 'service other than a service corridor.

5' -0" MIN. LEVEL AREA

30" MAX. VERTICAL

0 Where a .ramp meets door: the standards Q.
shown (ramp 'level platform at doorway as
shown in illustration)

O level areas every 30 feet and 1 el at the top and
bottom fora distance of 5 feet .

O no abrupt changes of level greater than Va inch
where the ramp meets level areas

Note: Where there are abrupt changes of level up to 6
inches, the strict requirements for handrails are not appli-
cable, but there should not be any abrupt drop-off on the
sides of the ramp, Any change of level greater than 1 inch
at a door must have a level area as shown in the illustra-
tion on page 10.

Ramp Changes of Level

30" MAX. VE ICAL

4*
5'-0" MIN. LEVEL AREA

5'-0" MIN. LEVEL AREA

Note: It the ramp's slope is less than 1:12, the maximum rise per
any angle run is 30 inches vertical.

1:12 RAMP

O
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SECTIONx'A" EVALUATION OF THE EXISTING BUILDING

12" MINIMUM

Examples of Accessible Ramps

(LOWER RAILOPT... UNLESS BY LOCAL CODE)

12' MINIMUM

2

4

This' chapter features ramps which are required in
many instances because of existing steps at. the ac-
cessible entrance. In this section several accessible

xterior ramps and details of these ramps are
hown. Depths of footings will vary depending on
e locale where the ramp is constructed.

Ra
cre
be

p A Concept: This ramp is constructed of con-
e' with a metal form for the ramp slab. It should
sed where severe frost action is likely to occur.

-\*
Ramp B Concept: Another less elaborate ramp can be
constructed as shown.on page 17. This design can
be used if there is Ipss chance for frost and if the
grade can follow the ramp so that the ramp in effect
becomes a sidewalk ramp. But width, rails, slope,

. and the level platform when approaching a door
must be followed.

Snow and Ice Removal
There are several ways that snow and ice can be
removed: electric elements, hot water, or steam
pipes circulating under the slab of the ramp and its
level areas. With the emphasis on energy conserva-
tion today, in some areas local laws may prohibit
use of these systems. But most such systems can be
automatically controlled by temperature and
moisture-sensing devicesAo that the annual energy
usage is not significant. ,Infrared heat lamps may
also be used to prevent Ace and snow buildup. In
northern climates where blowing snow is a prob-
lem, temporary snow fences can help decrease the
buildup.

9



SECTION "A" EVALUATION OF THE EXISTING BUILDING' .

a

scoi

)' 17.'(K/f .e.,"
<4. r.

Rani; Meeting Door
EXISTING SITES

.:
w x 5' MINIMUM
LEVEL AREA

10
GREATER THAN 8"

I

1:8 MAXIMUM SLOPE'

NO HANDRAIL REQUIRED

ABRUPT.DROP-OFFS

1:1(rMAX SLOPE

LEO THAN 8" UR TO 3" .

Note: Up to 1W' change of grade at a door may be treated 411

shown. Greater than 11/4',' shell have a levet area 5' x IV at the
doorway.

EXTENDED RAMP
SURFACE AT EDGES

.. RAMP WITH FLANKING WALLS

CURB AT EDGES 1 2" MINIMUM
.

4
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SECTION "A'! EVALUATION OF THE EXISTING BUILDING

For those disabled individuals who can use stairs,
the major problem is the projecting nosing. This
projecting nosing can catch the foot of a person with
a leg brace and trip him or her. But, since vertical
circulation using steps is impossible for those in
wheelchairs, they aunt use elevators to reach upper
levels of a building.,In situations where an elevator
is used to reach upper levels, it is not necessary to
provide accessible stairs. .

The only time stairs should be modified is when a
ramp is required at fhe entrance being made awes"
Bible. In this situation, you are prcividing only two
means of vertical circulation: the rarnp,and the stair.

The ramp provides the wheelchair a means of ac-
cess, but the stair, if not designed properly; can be a
barrier to some people with leg braces who cannot
negotiate a ramp. If there is another entrance with
an existing stair that meets the stair criteria and the
door requirements, it is not necessary to provide a
new accessible set of steps by the ramp.

Stair standards include:

-Go no projecting nosing

handrails 32 to 34 inches above the stair tread

tandrails extend at least 12 inches beyond the
ends of the stairs (if they do not become a hazard
themselves)

Making Stairs Accessible

PROJECTING NOSING MAY TRIP PERSONS
WEARING LEG BRACES

VERTICAL OR SLANTED RISER CREATES NO PROBLEM

TRIANGLE-SHAPED
PIECE OF WOOD,
THE WIDTH OF TH6
STAIR CAN BE
USED TO CORRECT
PROJECTING
NOSINGS

Note: When ramps and stairs appear together in the slime
cliculadon path: the stain should be modified to be accessible.

1
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SECTION "B" CONSTFUCTION DRAWINGS
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SECTION "B" CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS

TYPICAL DETAIL AT 'SIDE WALL' RAMP CORNER
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SECTION "B" CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS . I
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TYPICAL GRADE RAMP. -
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SECTION "B" CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS
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SECTION "C" CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS

20

Construction Specifications

The specifications below are not *complete but
represent the sections and items that are important to
include when writing specifications for handrails.

Secure handrails to walls with wall brackets and
end fittings. Provide brackets with exactly 11/2

inch clearance from inside face to handrail to the
finished wall surface. Drill wall plate portion of
the bracket to receive one bolt, unless otherwise
indicated for concealed anchorage. Locate
brackets as indicated or, if not indicated, at not
more than 8 feet on center. Provide flushtype
wall return fittings with the same projections as
specified for wall biackets. Secure wall brackets
and wall return fittings to building construction.
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Chapter 3

DOORS

Doors: Exterior and Interior
All doors that are in the path of travel leading to
spaces required for program accessibility must meet
at a minimum the requirements listed below:

O minimum dear opening of 32 inches

O an accessible threshold that does not exceed Vs
inch and is sloped

O an opening pressure that is not excessive (ex-
terior, 8.5 lb. or less; interior, 5 lb. or less)

0 usable handles or pulls
a minimum level floor area as shown (page 22).

O if used in a vestibule, minimum space as shown
(page 22)

O a texture on handle, if- the door leads to a
'dangerous area. -

Two Leaf Doors: Entrances with two door leafi are
not usable by those with disabilities, unless one leaf
meets the minimum 32 inch clear opening criteria.
This 32 inch requirement shall be waived in etisting
facilities, in a lecture hall or theater, where there is
no center mullion and both of the doors are held in
an open position during entry and exit, or where
there are electromagnetic fire door holders that
keep the door in an open position.

Single Leaf Doors: Where existing single leakibors
are normally held in an open position during enter-
ing and exiting times (e.g., classrooms, labora-
tories, lounges, etc.), the accessible handle re-
quirement and the space required adjacent to the
handle on the pull side will be waived. All other
requirements must be ,net.

Panic hardware is usually placed well above the
area necessary for measuring the clear opening and
therefore need not be taken into consideration.

Power Operators
The 8.5 lb, of opening pressure is not always ob-
tainable where wind and building pressure differ-
entialsitre excessive. In situations like. these,
power-assisted or powerkTerated doors . may be

. required: Also, if local fire codes require higher
closing forces than 8.5 lb. and the door is required
for accessibility, a power-assisted or power-
operated door will be required as per the criteria
below. .

Power-assisted doors neutralize the closing force
created by the mechanical closer. The door can be
opened with minimallorce. After a preset period of
time, the closer returns to lts normal force. If there
are windy conditions most of the time, or if the door
is located where the floor space adjacent to the
handle on the pull stde of the doois not at least 1
foot, the door should be totally power operated.

Power-operated doors provide complete automatic
operation of the door, triggered either by a push
button, mat, or photoelectric eye. These operators
can be added on to existing side hung doors or an
entire new package. can be purchased, The
operators should be adjustable as to "opening
tune" and "time in open position." They can be
used on either exterior or ,interior doors. Power
operation can also be used on sliding doors. When
sliding doors are used for two-way traffic, the door
does not swing into traffic in one direction; how-
ever, they are more expensive.

Modifying Exterior Doors
When modifying exterior doors, you should be
careful that you are not violating life safety re-
quirements by reducing the number of exit units
required by local codes.

21
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SECTION t`A" EVALUATION,. OF THE EXISTING BUILDING

When a double-door unit is encountered (with
neither door providing the necessary 32 inch clear
opening), both doors can be power operated if there
is no center mullion..

,Clear Opening: If a 32 inch clear opening is not
provided, but a dear opening is close to 32 inches
(i.e., 301/4 inches or greater), a "throw-out" or
"off-set hinge" may be installed to provide the extra
opening space to obtain 012 inch dear opening.

Hinges Provide Extra Opening Space

6113

NORMAL. HINGE

i----211--CLEAR OPENING

OFF-SET OR THROW-OUT HINGE

Doors: Minimu

Accessible Thresholds
All doork that are required for accessibility must
have a threshold that Agin not impede the front
casters of a wheelchair, from passing through the
doorway. An abrupt change greater than 1/2 inch
will prevent manypeople in a wheelchair from rol-
ling over the threshold; especially if they have to
hold open a door with a closer at the same time. It is
important to have the threkhold both 3 2 inch in
height or less and its sides beveled or ramped.

Acpessible Thresholcis.

MAXIMUM Vs" HIGH, BEVELED THRESHOLD

FLUSH WITH DOOR (NO THRESHOLD)

Clear Opening

ALL DOORS SHALL
PROVIDE A MINIMUM
32" CLEAR OPENING

0.

AT LEAST ONE LEAF OF DOUBLE
DOORS MUST MEET THE MINIM
32" CLEAR OPENING REQUIRE MENTS

CLEAR OPENING

SUDING DOOR DOUBLE DOORS

UM
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SECTION !A" EVALUATION OF THE EXISTING BUILDING

Door Handles
Handles, pulls, latches, locks, and other operating
mechanisms on accessible. doors need to have a
shape that is easily gra with one hand. It is also

4, important that the does not require tight
grasping, tight pinching, r twisting of the wrist to
operate. Lever-operated Mechanisms, pash-type
mechanisms, and U-phaped pull handles are ac-
ceptable designs. Round -knobs are not acceptable
on required doors.. When sliding doortare used and
in their full opened position, the operating handles
should be exposed and usable from both sides.

VERTICAL PULL.

Doors Leading to Dangeros Areas
Tactile warning's shall be placed o the door handle
hardware of those. doors tem& to an area that
could prove dangerous toa blind (i.e., load-
ins platforms, electric closets, er rooms, etc.). A
textured surface can be applied the door handle
by knurling or with an epoxy grit It app

to note that although a fire- pc might be
considered a 'dangerous place fora blind person,
emergency exit doors oz any door used for
emergency egress shall not be textured, as this
might deter a blind person from exi*g to safety.

Accessible Door Handles .

LEVER TYPE

(WITHOUT STRAIGHT LEVERS TO
CATCH CLOTHES)

37
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SECTION "8" CONSTRUCTION. DRAWINGS
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Construction Specifications
Please note that the following specifications are not
inclusive but represent items that should be included
where applicable when writing specifications for
accessible doors.

Fire -Rated and Emergency Exit Openings: Novide
door units that comply with the requirements for
doors as emergency exits and do not interfere
with fire ratings (if any), as certified by the .

manufacturer for the application shown.

Manual Door Closers: Spring power of each closer
must be adjustable, Size II through Size W.
Regulating screws shall be tamperproof and
adjustable only with hex wrench. Closers shall
have separate adjustments for latch speed,
general speed, and back - check. They shall have a
back-check porting adapter valve to set
cushioning of opening swing in advance of 90° for
any standard mounting. All closers and
accessories, except special purpose types,
whether applied hinge side, stop face, over door,
or on bracket, shall be non-handed. Hydraulic
fluid shall be of a type requiring no seasonal
adjustment for temperatures ranging to *-30° F
(-35°C). All closer cylinders, being non-sided,
non-handed,.and with the potential for
application in all standard mountings, shall be
interchangeable. All closers shall be from one
manufacturer and carry a five (5) year warranty.

Power Operators
Function: Automatic door operators shall be
self-contained electric and/or hydraulic
"slow-mode" operators designed for ,use by the
handicapped without need for safety mats or
rails.

Doors shall open automatically by power and
close by spring or electric power. Operators shall
also function ts ordinary door closers at any time;
during any mode of power operation, or when
not under power.

Automatic opening speed shall be adjustable to
open the door at a uniform speed from closed to
90° open in 3 to 9 seconds. Adjustment time to be
recommended by institution.

SECTION "C" CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS

Doors shall be held open for an adjustable period
of lime from 0 to 30 seconds. Adjustment time to
be recommended by institution.

Doors shall close by spring power with separate
hydraulic controls for closing and latching speeds.
Closing speedshall be adjustable to close the door
from 90° open to the latch position In.11/4 to 5
seconds. Latching speed shall be Ws seconds to
gently close the door against its slop, and
sufficient power to latch or hold the door in a
closed position.

Operation shall be by remote ush plate switches.
Depressing the switch plate activate the
open/close cycle. Depressing the switch while the
door is in the hold open position or is closing will
restart open/close cycle to cause the door to
remain open for the full hold open period.

Resistance exceeding 15 pounds at the latch side
of the doorMall cause the operator to
immediately reverse its cycle.

Door Operator Installation: Disengage existing door
operating mechanism, springs, and back-check
unit. Replace arms and pivots if necessary.

Disengage existing floor closets and checks and/or
replace with new pivots as necessary.

Size of Units: Except as otherwise specifically
indicated,.comply with the manufacturer's
recommendations for size of door control unit,
depending upon "size of door, exposure to
weather, and anticipated frequency of use.

Electric Door Operators, Sliding: Manufacturer's
standard electric drive unit, self-contained with
connections for power and control wiring, power
opening and either power or,spring closing with
safety release clutch for obstructed closing, and
with checking for both opening and closing
cycles. The operator(s) shall allow the door(s) to
be operated manually in power on or power off
conditions.

Breakaway Device: All sliding door leafs shall be
equipped with a panic breakaway device
concealed within the top of the door. The sliding
door leaf(s) and the swing away side light(s) shall
have a concealed shock absorber control arm

9
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. mounted in the top rail to control the swing arc
whet doorls) or side light(s) is in panic mode.

Door Operator Controls aird Accessories
Pusb Plate: Provide press type wall plate switches
(two per door) with adjustable ti,e delay' (hold
open).

Electrical Interlocks: Wherever feasible, provide
electrical interlocks that will prevent operation of
unit when operation of door is prevented by lock
and latch or door bolts. If this is not feasible,

provide key switching at door location to shut off
power when the building is locked.

Electric Strike: Provide an electric strike to permit
. opening and closing a door automatically that is
secured with a latch or bolt, with separate
solid-state interfaie control. This specification
should be used if door is to be automated.

Thresholds
SitelProfile: As indicated or, if not indicated,
manufacturer's standard for condition of
exposure.
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Chapter 4 ,/

114TERIO*
CIRCUIATION

Interior Doors
Interior door in the path of acre
required to meet the requiremen

ble travel are
(p. 21).

Horizontal Circulation Spaces
Needed for Program A - ility
It is necessary to provide an accessible path of travel
inside the building to any and all spaces required to
meet program accessibility. This does not mean that
every space in the building has to be accessible.
Once the building entrance has been established,
you should ascertain which floors of the building
have to be accessible, and then determine if these
floors can be reached by a mobility-disabled person.

Within those areas required for program accessibil-
ity, floors, . hallways, and passageways should be
barrier-free without abrupt changes of level. Rooms
and spaces needed for program accessibility should
not be at a different level from hallways unless they
are properly ramped or chairlifts are provided.

Floors above and below the entrance level must be
connected by ramps or elevators to be considered
accessible. If these floors are already connected by
ramps or elevators, the elevatorsand ramps have to
meet the minimum requirements listed under the
appropriate criteria section.

If there are two levels in a building and two different
functions take place at each level, and each level has
its own accessible entrance, then it is not necessary
to have accessible interior vertical circulation. For
example, an administrationklassroom building
does not need interconnecting interior circulation if
both floors are accessible by external entrances, but
a physical education building with locker rooms on
one floor and gym facilities on the other would need
internal vertical connections that are accessible.

Stairs
All stairs, except those in an enclosed stair tower,
should have a tactile warning at the tOp of the stair
run. The tactile waft% can be a charge of texture
in contrast with that of the path of tralVel leading to
the stair. If this path isTarpeted, for; example, you
should change the texture by removing an area of
carpet a distance of three feet from the top step and
replacing it with tile or some other hard surface. A
color change as well as a texture change will make
the tactile warning more apparent to the partially
blind.

Edges of Dangerout Low Areas
The edge of areas such as reflecting pools should
also have a tactile due or warning to prevent a blind
person from stumbling into the pool. This tactile
clue could be a curb, a rail, or a texture change.

Protruding Objects in Path of Travel
There is a danger zone for blind people using the
Tong cane technique. This danger zone is caused by
wall-mounted objects that project into the path of
travel. An object such as a telephone booth or drink-
ing fountain cannot be detected by the long cane if
the protruding areas of the object fall entirely within
an area 27 to 80 inchesabove the floor. The object
then becomes a hazard to a blind person. If a wall-
mounted object does fall within this danger zone, it
can protrude only four inches from the wall surface.

a,All hallways, corridors, and aisles should be exam-
ined for objects that fall into this category.

If an object extends to below 27 inches from the
floor, the long cane technique will detect it. Objects
projecting into this lower area can protrude any
distance from the wall without becoming a hazard
to the blind.

31
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Objects such as signs shall not extend down from
the ceiling into the upper range (below 80. inches
from the floor) of this danger zone.

Removing Protruding Objects in Hallways

Vertical Circulationthe Elevator
In many instances, elevators are required for verti-
cal circulation. For new construction or installation
of a new elevator in an existing facility, there are
other standards that should be applied, but for
either of the above instances, we are concerned only
that the existing elevator meet minimum require-
ments required to piovide safe and accessible
transport.

O size (as shown on page 33)

O door shall provide a 32 inch minimum clear
opening

0 accessible to entrance of building

O space in front of elevator at least 5 feet wide by 4
feet deep

O elevator must level within t Va inch

O height of controls should not exceed 48 inches
with the emergency stop control at bottom.
Where elevator buttons can be operated with a
reaching stick (provided by the institution), 48
inch height requirement extended to 60 inches

10 door must have either a safety shoe, photo-eye
or other means to stop it from closing on persons
entering or exiting. Side hinged rather than au-
tomatic sliding doors must meet all criteria for doors,
If there is a retractive gate, it cannot require more than

lb. opening pressure. If these criteria cannot be met,
the institution has the option of providing attendant
operation or installing a new elevator car.

As a general rule of thumb, a 1500 lb. elevator will
provide minimum accessibility for an existing facil-
pty

Often it seems as if a new elevator will be required
for a building you are investigating. In many cases,
programs have been transferred to other buildings
or to the first floor of the facility so that this new
elevator is not needed. In other instances, it would
be unrealistic to move the programs i.e., special-
ized laboratories on the second and third floors of a
building would be expensive, if not impossible, to
move.

Accessible Elevator Controls

IMO0
110.).

HEIGHT OF
LOWEST

11113/-35

MAXIMUM 48" TO BE USED
WITHOUT A REACHING STICK4
MAXIMUM 50" TO BE
CONSIDERED USABLE WITH
REACHING STICK
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Minimum Elevator Criteria

Note: The 4'4" x 4'4" (1800 lb elevator) and 4'4" x 5'4"
(2000 th elevator) w$H not allow a wheelchair to turn around, but
WI be acceptable as a means to comply with 004 In edging
structures.
If a 36" clear opening door Is provided in an existing elevator,
the depth of the elevator can be reduced to as little as 46" if the
width of this existing elevator exceeds 5'4".

a t.

4,6
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Wheelchair Lifts
Wheelchair' lifts can to used (local or state codes
permitting) when the e is not enough space for a

I properly designed ramp. It is essential that the lift
' be safe and reliable. There are two types currently

available:

A lift that operates like an elevator tv:rtironv). As many
of these "lift-packages" come,%vitt out safety fea-
tures, you should verify thaVthe following are in-
cluded: safety gates that prevent anyone from en-
tering the lift platform unless It is at the same level
as the gate; cut-off controls to stop the lift if it
contacts an obstruction while lowering, and a man-

.

4

ual mechanical override so that a person using a
wheelchair Can be rescued if there is a power or
equipment failure.

A lift that travels up a flikht of stairs. The most impor-
tant considesation relating to this type of lift is that
the stairway is wide enough to accommodate both
the lift and able-bodied use if the stair is needed for
fire exiting. The decreased width size of the stair
should comply with applicable local codes. This
type of lift should also meet the requirements of the
vertical lift. If the lift is to be used independently by the
disabled, it shall be able to be summoned from either
station without the platform being folded in an uprightF.

VERTICAL WHEELCHAIR UFT

INCLINED STAIRWAY WHEELCHAIR UFT

Before.uoing
le mimeo be ydatwe

ingo * , hWave a reviewed by licensed prolegelonal *iv
a I local WWI state building COOPS ere met
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These fications are not all inclus
those areas that should be included-for ba
access.

Elevators
Door Protective and Reopening Device: Elevator doors
shall open anti close automatically. They shall be
provided with a reopening device that will stop
and reopen .a car door and hoistway door
automatically if the door becomes obstructed by
an object or a person. The device shall be capable
of completing these operations without requiring
contact for an obstruction passing through the
opening at heights of 5 inches and 29 inches (125
mm and 735 mm) from the floor. Door reopening
devices shall remain effective for at least 20
seconds. After such an interval, doors may close
in accordance with the requirements of the
American National Standard Safety Code for Elevators
Dumbwaiters Escalators and Moving Walks
A17.1-1978.

4

Height: All floor buttons shall be no higher than 54
inches (1,370 mm) above the floor. Emergency
controls, including the emergency alarm and
emergency stop, shall be grouped at the bottom of
the panel and shall have their centerlines no less
than 35 inches (890 mm) above the floor.

Locations: Controls shall be located on a front wall
if cars have center opening doors, and at the side
wall or at the front wall next to the door if cars
have side opening doors.

Door and Signal Timing for Hall Calls: The minimum
acceptable time from notification that a car is
answering a call until the doors of that car start to
close shall be calculated from the following
equation:

T =
1.5 ftis

(Eq 1)
or T 455 minis

where a

T = total time in seconds
D a distance (in feet or millimeters) from a
point in the center of the lobby or corridor 60
inches (1,525 mm) directly in front of the
farthest call button to the centerline of the
hoistway door. For cars with in-car lanterns,
"1" begins when the lantern is visible from the
vicinity of hall call buttons and an audible
signal is sounded. The minimum time for

elevator doors to remain fully open shall be 3
seconds.

Inside ofCar: The inside of the car shall allow for
turning of the wheelchair. The minimum clear
distance between the walls or between wall and
door excluding return panels shall not be less
than 68 inches (5 feet, 8 inches) x 54 inches (4 feet,
6 inches). Minimum distance from wall to the
return panel shall not be less than 51 inches (4
feet, 3.inches). .

Hall Call Buttons: The centerline of the hall call
buttons shall be centered 44 inches above the floor.
The button designating "up" shall be located on the
top.

Direction buttons, exclusive of border, shall be a
minimum of 304 inch in size, raised, flush, or
recessed. If recessed, the button shall not be
recessed more than 3/s inch. A visual indication
shall be provided to show each call registered and
shall be extinguished when the call is answered.

Hall lantern: At each hoistway entrance a visual
and audible signal shall be provided to indicate
which car is answering the call and its direction of
travel.

Note: Some systems are set up so that the car will not
stop at the call floor unless it has no other preinstructed
travel orders. In this case, no direction ht will be
necessary but an audible signal show provided. The
visual signal for each direction a minimum of
21/2 inches in size and visible the area of the call
button.

The audible signal shall sound once for "up" and
twice for "down."

The centerline of the fixture shall be located a
minimum of 6 feet above the floor so that it may
be seen by a person seated in a wheelchair: In -car
lanterns may be used if they meet the above
criteria.

Door Jamb Markings: At each hoistway entrance
(on both sides of the jamb), a floor designation
shall be provided at a height of 60 inches (5 feet)
above the floor.. These designations shall be tactile
(raised a minimum of 0.03 inches), in high
contrast with the jamb wall, at least 2 inches high
and visible from within the car and the elevator
lobby. Permanently applied plates are acceptable.

Car Position Indicator and Signal: A car position
indicator shall be located above the car operating
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4 panel or over the door opening of each car. This \ was either stopping at or passing a floor served by
indicator shows the position of the car in the
hoistway by Illuminating the number of the
landing where the car is stopped or passing at the
time. This may be a LED (Light Emitting Diode)
display. The indicator numbers shall be in high
contrast to the background and 'shall be a
minimum of 1/a inch in height:

Handrails,: Although not required by the new
ANSI A117.1(100), handrails assist those with
semi-mobility handicaps. A handrail, if desired,
should be provided on at least two sides of the car
(preferably on one side and the rear of the car).
They shall be smooth and the inside surface shall
be 11/2 inches from the car wall. They shall be
mounted at 32 to 33 inches above the car floor.
Note: This shall not interfere with any controls as the
lowest control is 35 inches above the floor.

Audlblq Floor Passing Signals: An addible signal can
be provided to indicate that the car is passing a
floor. This signal can be subject to a special button
in the car operating panel which, when pushed,
would indicate to a blind passenger that the car

signal

This special button will restrict the
\aignal to sounding for a trip in one direction when

button was activated.

E
jaws
lowest
emerg
part of th
each call
call is answ

or Car Button: The highest button inside the
uld be 54 inclies above the floor and the

tton 35 inches above the floor. The
group shall be located on the lowest

nel. Visual indication should show
red and be extinguished when the
. Markings should be adjacent and
control on a contrasting color

rs or numbers shall be a
ch high raised or recessed 0.03

to the left of
backgiound.
minimum of 1/4
inches.

There has been some r4 'greement as to whether Braille
should be used to identify the butkins in elevators. But
many blind people cannot read Braille and time who
can, can also identify raised numbers. Therefore, it
appears that Braille is an extra expense that is not
required. If Braille is used, the plates should be attached
without protruding small rivets or screws, as they

- could be misleading to a Braille reader.

37



Chapter 5

RESTROOMS

Restationts
(21 One male and one female restroom shall be

provided on the same level as the accessible
building entrance, or, if there are no'restrooms
on that level, on the next closest accessible level
with restrooms. If a building currently does not
.contain restrooms for anybody, it is not neces-
sary to provide them solely for the handicapped.

0 For a restroom to meet accessible design criteria,
it must be on an accessible floor and have an
accessible entrance as well as meeting the basic
criteria listed below.

If there are existing curtains on the accessible stalls,
they shall be acceptable if the stall is a 'minimum of 4
feet 8 inches long by 3 feet wide and meets all other
criteria. This is hot a recommended solution as it
does not provide the same degree of privacy and the
curtains are an easy target for vandals, but the Of-
fice of Civil Rights accepts it as a solution because of
the lower initial modification cost.

If an existing male restroom has a stall that meets
the minimum criteria, it is not necessary to modifye
urinal in that restroom.

As toilet.seat heights are changed fie new ANSI
standard, it should not be ntcfssary to modify seat
heights that fall within the rage of .17 to 20 inches
above the floor. I

In large buildings where a disabled pers1 might
have to travel an inordinately long distance on one
floor, and if there are several male and female re-
strooms on each then consideration should be
given to making additional restrooms accessible.

In buildings over five stories high, a restroom.lor
each sex should be provided every fifth story. This

is a general rule, but it. sluiuld also reflect the needs
of the institution and the specific building. This rule
of thumb is not meant to reflect the time that a
disabled person needs to get to a restroom but
rather the number of accessible facilities needed as a
minimum in a modified facility.

A unisex restroom is also acceptable if it meets the
appropriate criteria and:

is acceptable by local or state code
is usable by everyone and is not set aside for
the dimbled

Note: The 5 feet by 5 feet turning space can be reduced
above the /Thor level as shown by this diagram. This will
allow placement of lavatories and other restroom acces-
sories in this area without violation of the 5 feet by 5 feet
requirement.

Wheelchair Turning Clearances
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The Entranceway and Restroom
Floor Layout.

4

Restroom entrance door must have at least a
32 inch clear opening (see Chapter 3/Doors).

Internal passageway vestibule (if required) must
allow access (see illustrations below).

There should be a place in the restroom where 5
feet by 5 feet level clear floor ,arpa exists (see
sketchtpage 39).

Restroom Floor Layouts

RESTROOM

WAU. OR TOILET PARTITION

48" MINIMUM.

VESTIBULE

HALLWAY

RESTROOM

HALLWAY

VESTIBULE

HALLWAY

RESTROOM
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0-614b bars:
"a", "c" stall mounted horizontally both.sides,

"b" stallL-shaped ho-rfzoiltal grablbat)

0 Toilet seat:17 to 20 inches above floor level

Toilet Stalls
O Stall door shall have a minimum 32 inch clear

opening.

O Stall door: swing out (curtains in existing situa-
tions only)

O Stall size:
"a" stall 3 feet wide by 5 feet 6 inches long, or
"b" stall 5 feet wide by 4 feet 8 inches long, or
"c" stall 36 inches wide by a minimum 8 feet
long.

32w' CLEAR OPENING

Note: An existing curtain is acceptable if the stall is a
minimum of 4 feet 8 inches long by 3 feet wide and meets
the rest of the criteria.

1
Accessible Toilet Stalls

32" CLEAR OPENING

3'.1" MIN.

5°-0" MIN.

"C"

89-0" MIN.

38"
CLEAR

OPENING 4'-0" GRAB BAR

END STALL

a GRAB BAR HEIGHT 32"

e
17" TO 20" TOP OF SEAT HEIGHT

Note: An existing curtain is acceptable if the stall is a mieimum
of 4'8" long by 3'0" wide and meets the rest of the trite a.
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SECTION "A" EVALUATION OF THE EXISTING BUILDING.

0 Accessible handle for faucet (as shown below)

0 Towels and dispensers 48 inches above the floor
(as shown below)

ra Drain pipes protected or insulated if 120° or
greater

Minor mounted with bottom no higher than.40
inches above the floor or tilted mirror

PAPER CUP
DISPENSER

1 Maximum 18 inches from lavatory front to faucet
(as shown on page 44)

Note: If possible, the towel dispensers should not be
located whereat person has to reach over the lavatory. The
towel dispenser also should not be located across the
restroont, but rather on the wall adjacent to the lavatory.
This frees a person using a wheelchair from having to use
wet hands to propel the wheelchair to the towel dispenser.

43
Accessible Handles for Faucets

ELECTRIC HAND
DRYING
EQUIPMENT

C21'
OWEL

WASTE

Controls Viiihin Reach

TOWEL DISPENSER
NOT ACCEPTABLE.
PROVIDE
ALTERNATE MEANS
FOR HAND DRYING.

'0"
LIGHT SWITCH

IMMOISIMM

3

SANITARY NAPKIN
PAPER TOWEL VENDING MACHINE
DISPENSER SANITARY TRASH DISPOSAL

TOWELS

\"*".40.11

NAPKINS UNIT

INN
--7/1\,TRAsH

Note: Highest operable part shall be centered on or below 48"
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0

Accessible Lavatory Dimensions

56
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Attaching Grab Bars

In 'the past, little attention has been paid to the
fastening of grab bars to the walls and partitions.in
restrooms. Because of this, in some instances, grab
bars have pulled from the wall or become loose. The
most secure way of fastening the grab bar is to
install a steel date in the structural system of the
wall and bolt the grab bar to the steel plate. Bolting

into solid wood structural members 'provides the
next best alternative.

For metal and plastic laminate toilet partitions, thru
bolting should bt used (with spreaders used in the
metal partitior0

If thru bolting with steel plates is not feasible, heavy
duty anchor shields should be used.

No TE
-TH& pes1 1.4101.400 PG INA4TALLAT low *1 WOOD OR
1411-17a4.0 Si WC; WALLS ITIP " \%4640L. BerTWO944
STUD Da Ukalsee Amcwom rusreds
peowiatits q.rups, serope \4n4 -L us APP10.11142
pecess Amch, to ecRUIPaer12 piolo p4414W4
Mort.SCAT IOW

ROUND

STUD WALLS WITH STEEL PLATE
Not to scale
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goLOCIA WALL.

BLOCK OR MASONRY WALLS
Not to scale

Before using *We dewing*, have thorn reviewed by a licensed professional who
N registered by your state io assure ma ail local and state building codas,* met
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Before using Mast drawings, have diem reviewed by a licensed professional who
is registered by your state b assure that all local and state building codes are met
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Lavatory Selection and Criteria
The most universal and easily used lavatory allows
a person's legs to project under the lavatory. This
front approach is preferred by most people because
it permits closer access to the bowl and faucets.
Most people find it comfortable ,to sit 4 to 8 inches
from the front apron of the lavatory.

To allow clearance for a person's knees under the
lavatory, a clear unobstructed space of 271/2 inches
above the floor measured back from the front apron
a minimum of 8 inches should be provided. This
will allow a person using a wheelchair to come
within '5 inches of the front apron. This 5 inch
distance is measured from the front of the apron to
the person's midriff. The knee clearance of 271/4
inches above the floor should be measured back
from the front apron 8 inches-until the front face of
the bowl is encountered. The clearance should not
be measured to the face of the front overflow part of
the bowl, but 3 inches off the centerline of the
lavatory, because a person's knees are not normally
held firmly together but are separated slightly. If
the bottom of the front apron is located at 29 inches
above the floor, those using bench type arms on
their wheelchairs can get even closer.

The preferred height of the rim of the lavatory is 32
inches above the finished floor, but most of the
lavatories manufactured today will not allow this 32
inch height to be met without violating the 271/2
inch knee clearance. A maximum rim height of 34
.inches above the floor is acceptable if the 271/2 inch
knee clearance cannot be met with the 32 inch top
height.

The lavatory shall project a minimum of 17 inches
from the wall, so that the person using a wheelchair
can get close to the lavatory front apron without the
footrests of the wheelchair hitting the rear wall.

There are three types of lavatories that can be used
to provide accessibility:

Wall Hung. (Vitreous china or enameled cast iron
lavatories). These units can be hung with wall
hangers or chair carriers with concealed or exposed
arms. When an existing lavatory is replaced, it
should be checked to determine whether the re-
placement lavatory will fit on the existing chair car-
rier (in which the height can be adjusted), or
whether a new carrier will be required.

SECTION "B" CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS

Stainless Steel Combination Unit

75.w,

18"

There are sever,1 20 inch_by' 27 inch wheelchair
lavatories currenlly 4vail4tle. These units require a
chair carrier and takettp 9 *hes more space than a
stancilard 20 inch by 18 inch unit. This space re-
quirement could be a problem in a small restroom,
and some disabled people have complained that
these units are difficult to use.

Stainless Ste(l Combination Units: These units can
come with towel dispensers, mirrors, soap dis- .
pensers, blade or lever handles, and trash dis-
pensers. They are rectangular and have protected
drains concealed within the unit. The lavatory pro-
jects out 171/2 to 22 inches from the wall and the
narrow width allows close approach.

Countertop Lavatories: This type of lavatory can be
accessible if the countertop is designed without a
deep apron. The same clearance restrictions that
apply to wall hung units apply to countertop units.
;lie main advantage with a countertop unit is that
an extra 2 or 3 inches of higher clear spice can be
obtained in front because the lavatory bowl is set
back from the front apron.
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COUNTERTOP LAVATORY

Before these drawtngs, have them reviewed by a licensed professional who
Sr by your state to assure that al local and stets building codes are met.
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Construction Specifications
The following specifications are not.all inclusive. They
represent certain standard items that should be included
as apptiaible in any specification for restrooms that are
to be made accessible.

Toilet and Shower Compartments: Constructed As
drawn for toilet partitions except that door clear.
opening shall not be less than 32 inches wide and
the door shall swing into the toilet room. Doors
shall be equipped with spedpl hardware of
matching finish, and handles on both sides of the
door shall be provided for ease of entry. Panels
shall be reinforced for grab bars.

Equip each new or remodeled compartment with
a rubber tip coat hook, located no higher than 54
inches above the floor. Provide each door with
slide tar latch and keeper. Hang doors on
conria_gravity hinges. New hardware shall
mat existing hardware. Existing hardware may
be reused where acceptable to architect. Provide
theft-resistant fasteners for exposed accessory
mountings.

ifrinforcernent: Reinforce walls and partitions for
grab-bars, towel dispensers, and folding seats.

Reinforcement shall be hardwood or steel plcie.
Provide 8 inch wide strips for grab bars, cent ed
2 feet, 9 inches above floor.

Water Closet Seat Lift and Seat: Water closet seat lift
to include total integral unit consisting of
independently hinged riser seat and
independently hinged elongated open front seat.
Solid plastic seat fitted with hollow core plastic lift
to match the configuration of existing or new
water closet and which raises the top of the seat
above finished floor to 17'/2 inches. Hinge of seat
to 6'e check type. Both seat and lift to raise. Lift
and seat to be whit;.

Note; Wherever possible, the existing seats shall be
discotanected and reused with the new lift. All existing
items snot reused shall revert to the owner.

Shower Stalls and Shower Seats
Shower Stalls: 36 inches by 36 inches. An accessible
shower stall shall be equipped with a hinged,
fold-down, padded bench seat with retaining
latch or hook-and-eye, which maintains an
upright position when not in use, located at front
edge of shower bench within easy reach of.18
inches (45.7 cm) in height from the stall floor level
and mounted on the stall sidewall opposite that of
the main showerhead and controls; shower
controls usipg blade or lever type handles that are
mounted no higher than 40 inches (101.6 cm)
above stall floor level; a hose spray of at least 5
feet (152 cm) in length with a nozzle hook
mounted 40 inches (101.6 cm) above the floor
level; an accessible threshold,Of either not over 1/2
inch (1.27 cm) in height or ramped to conform to
criteria; and to recessed soap dish and a utility area
of at least 6 inches (15 cm) deep, 10 inches (25 cm)
wide, and 12 inches (30.5 cm) high. All controls,
showerheads, and recessed areas shall be located
on the wall opposite the fold-down bench seat in
this stall which has a maximum width of 3 feet (92
cm).

s.

Folding Shower Seat: It shall fold .up against the
wall or down for seating. Frame, supports, and

91)

rackets shall be satin finish type 114 stainless
(steel. Seat shall be 2 inches thick Naugahyde-
filled with rubberized hair, mounted on marine
plywood.

Shower grab bars shall be located so as to
permit the seat .J be raised.

Grab Bars: Grab barsshould be provided with a
non-slip gripping surface.

All grab bars shall have an outside diameter of
1% inches.

All grab bars shall hav,e-qncealed mountings
and be installed in strict accordance with
manufacturers' recommendations.

Bars shall be able to sustain a dead weight of
250 lb. for five minutes at any point.

Sizes and shapes as indicated on drawings.
I.



Bar shall be 11/2 inches from wall.

Manufacturers shall furnish all plates, anchors,
and fasteners required. Concealed items shall
be noncorrosive.

All exposed screws and bolts shall have
theft-resistant fasteners.

Shower grab bars shall be located so as to
permit the seat to be raised.

Lavatory and Trim (Handicapped): Under each
accessible sink thpre shall be a minimum knee
clearance (taking into account both the counter
apron and the bottom of the basin contour) of

4
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271/2 inches (69.8 cm) vertically for a horizontal
distance of 8 inches (33 cm) from the front edge of
the lavatory. The 8 inch horizontal measurement
should be taken 3 inches from the centerline of
the lavatory.

Drain pipes and hot-water pipes under a lavatory
shall be covered or shielded to protect an
iftdividual in a wheelchair from burns.

. Faucet handles for accessible lavatories shall be of
blade type and be mounted no farther than 18
inches (45.7 cm) in reach from the front edge of

tlavatory. 1
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Chapter 6

DRINKING
FOUNTAINS

Drinking Fountans
Renal and urinary excretory systems function opti-
mally when people are in an upright position and
moving about. Because people in wheelchairs are
deprived of this ability, their excretory functions are
adveriely affected. Their kidneys excrete larger
than normal amounts of minerals and salts. There-
fore, it is very important that large amounts of fluids
be taken throughout the day to dilute the urine.and
decrease the likelihood of bladder and kidney
illnesses, as well as urinary tract infections, which
are a killer of paraplegics and quadriplegics. Water
fountains and coolers are not luxuries to disabled
people.

If there are existing drinking fountains, a cup dis-
penser can be attached for use by those who cannot
use the drinking fountain. This will work only if the
fountain has a level area for cup placement and if
the controls are easily operated. If those require-
ments cannot be met, the drinking fountain must
meet the following. criteria to be considered accessi-
ble:

0 height of spout outlet above the floor: maximum
of 36 inches

10 controls up front (lever or easily pushed button)

0 spout up front; water flow parallel to frOnt of
fountain

0 operated by hand or foot and hand

0 if located in recess (see ffiusiratiods)
u.

If there isn't an existing drinking fountain, it is not
necessary to provide one solely for the use of the
disabled.

If the existing drinking fountain meets all but the
Neight requirements, it can be lowered for accessi-
bility.

The best location for an accessible drinking fountain
is near the accessible restroom. At a minimum,
there should be the same number of accessible
drinking fountains as there are accessible restrooms
(one per male and female restroom).

It is not necessary to lower all drinking fountains in
the building; a lower fountain can become a barrier
to taller people with back trouble.
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Accessible Drinking Fountain

EASILY USED PUSH BUTTONS
OR LEVERS FOR OPERATION

DRINKING FOUNTAIN
SPOUT 32" to 30"

ABOVE FLOOR LEVEL

2" TO 3W'
FRONT SLOPE

"MINIMUM

Note: If front of fountain Is hot flush with or slightly projecting
Into corridor: then recess has to be larger 38" minimum.
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Construction Specifications
The following specifications are not all inclusive but
represent those areas that should be included when
writing specifications for drinking fountains.

Wheelchair Fountains
Height: The height of the top side of the basin
edge shall be fixed at 29 inches (73.7 cm),
providing a spout-top height of 32 inches (81.3
cm).

Mounting: A drinking fountain shall be mounted
to provide the drinking spout at least 12 inches
(30.5 cm) from the rear wall, if fountain is back
mounted. If the fountain is mounted within a
recessed section of wall, the fountain shall be
centered in the recess and still provide a

spout-to-back wall distance of at least 12 inches
(30.5 cm). The recess shall be a minimum of 5 feet
(153 cm) in width. In either case, the spout shall
be mounted as close as possible to the front edge
of the fountain.

Water Controls: Blade-type handles, mounted
horizontally on each side of the fountain, shall be
set so that they are pointing toward the rear of the
fountain.. Protruding push buttpns or push plates
can also be used. These push operators shall be
mounted on the front or side surfaces of the
fountain.

Adjacent Space: When the fountain is not recessed,
clear space of at least 34nches (92 cm) on each
side shall be provided to allow area for wheelchair
maneuvering.
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Chapter 7

SPECIAL
SPACES

Although criteria for special spaces and facilities are
not specified in the ANSI standard, basic concepts
of movement and space requirements have been
applied'pplied to these spaces that they too will be accessi-
ble. Special spaces are broken down in the follow-

. ins categories: areas of assembly, dormitory and
kitchen spaces, dining halls and cafeterias, librar-
ies, physical educatioR facilities, and laboratories
and classrooms.

Because these spaces and facilities are a major part
of academic life, they might be required to meet
"program accessibility" on the campus. It is impor-
tant to remember, though, that not all spaces or
facilities are required to meet campus program ac-
cessibility. If a particular room or area is required, it
should meet minimum criteria under each section
and general criteria set forth in the first part of this
publication.

Areas of Assembly
Assembly areas (performing arts, spectator areas in
physical education facilities, lecture halls, au-

a

dftoriums, etc.) should have spaces for handl-
eapped people using wheelchairs,

Minimunt number of
Capacity of seating ppaces

assembly space for wheelchairs

0-75
75-300

over 300

2 spaces
3 spaces

3+1 foeach
additional 100

The above chart indicates minimum provisions. If
the campus has an existing population need for a
higher amount of space, then use that number
when programming the space.

Any assembly area that is to be considered accessi-
ble should meet the following minimum criteria:

Ea the door(s) to the assembly space must meet
minimum criteria of doors (Chapter 3)

minimum number of seating spaces meets
above capacity requirements

Accessible Cross Aisle Wheelchair Seating

Full
42"

Note: The location of positions for people in wheelchairs must
be on level floor.
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0 space size minimum 36 inches by 48 inches

0 the areas set aside for wheelchairs should not
block ingress and egress of others .

0 seating area must be level

Dormitory and Kitchen Spaces
Sleep/study areas are very important places for
students as they spend a great deal of time there. It
is important that this area be especially well-
planned for the disabled student. Regulation 504
states that the disabled student should be afforded
the'same opportunities for housing that other stu-
dents are given. This does not mean that every
residence hall room be accessible; but a reasonable

%selection of living arrangements must be available
to the handicapped student. It is also important that
a "ghetto" not be created in one hall, but rather that
a varied selection-of housing be provided. This can
be accomplished in Phases as the student popula-
tion increases. In considering the choice of housing,
be careful that a mobility handicapped student is
not assigned a room that requires traveling long
distances to classrooms and other campus facilities,
or space that necessitates crossing hazardous areas
of vehicular traffic, railroad tracks, or ar as of
freight delivery.

A

AT LEAST ONE
30" WIDE
SECTION OF
COUNTER TOP
SHOULD BE
LOWERED OR
MADE.
ADJUSTABLE

111
110.r..-

4

A campus need not lose beds when a double room is
made accessible. If the modified room does not
allow for two single beds, a bunk bed arrangement
can be used, with the disabled student assigned the
lower bunk.

The minimum number of beds that should be made
accessible is based on the peak need experienced
over the last few years and/or at least two bedrooms
in the following types of living styles: male, female,
and coed (if available to able-bodied students).

Note: The abOve mini mum requirements as to the
number of beds does not mean that if a campus meets this
minimum it can turn away a handicapped student because
there isn't an accessible bedroom. The campus will have to
make additional space accessible as it is needed.

The following criteria shall be applied to those resi-
dence hall suites or apartment spaces chosen:

0 entrance door has at least a 32 inch clear opening
with proper hardware and space, adjacent to
handle

0 a clear space 'of at least 5 feet by 5 feet some-
where in the room for maneuvering or turning

0 an accessible closet

Accessible Kitchen Dimensions

TOP OF THE SINK
SHOUt.D BE 32"
OR MADE
ADJUSTABLE

Ima,==-1 cm= as
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Accessible Sleep/Study Area

HALLWAY

'CLOSET

SWITCHES AND LEVEL AREAS
BATHROOM DOOR
(IF APPLICABLE)

r

Sleep Room
(NO sous)

O

TURNING SPACE

BED

CLOSET

LONG TERM STORAGE

7* 56"

HOOKS
1

4

=MN

SHELVES

WINDOW

AREAS TO BE CHECKED

k

4
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O accessible restroom available

O doors in the room leading.to bathrooms or other
spaces meet minimum door criteria

O light switches and controls within accessible
reach

KitchensfAs "program accessibility" might include
apartment type liYinf, the following basic informa-
tion is provided on kitchen design for the disabled.
As many people, able-bodied and disabled, will be
using these facilities over a period of time, consider

.70 making the 30-inch ,counter height for woresur-
faces and sink adjustable. This will allow for adap-
tability soothai these areas may serve everyone who
uses them.

The following criteria must be met:

Ea doors or Pntrance wave to the kitchen provide a
minimum 32 inoixtear opening

clearance between all opposing base cabinets,
walls, applian etc., of at least 40 iitches

O at-least one 30 inch wide section of counter top
shall be lowered to432 inches above the floor
(preferably this is adjustable from 28 to/36
inches)

O top of the sink set at a height of 32 inches (may be
adjustable from 28 to 36 inches). Faucets, drain
protection, and reach meet requirements indi-
cated under lavatolies, pages 43-44.

O cabinet storage from 9 to 48 inches available

O accessible refrigerator door storage area. (Side
by side refrigerator/freezers make both areas ac-
cessible.)

[21 location of controls on ovens and ranges shall
not req-iire reaching across burners .

Dining 14.11s and Cafeterias: The first consideration
be .te entrance to these facilities. As many

,:s have controlled access (turnstyle), im-
portant that alternate equal access is provided to the
disableo student. This might mean that the

Dining Hall Entrance Must By Accessible

1 NO TURNSTYLES

I
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turnstyle will have to be removed or the student be
allowed to use another entrance. It does not meet
the intent of Section 504 to require a disabled stu-
dent to pass through a high hazard area such as a
-kitchen to gain access to the dining nail.

As the campus can provide a disabled student-with
table service, the counter does not necessarily have
to be accessible. The tables shall be arranged so that
there is access in and out of the dining hall fov the
wheelchair; this is something that can be arranged
easily by the campus. At least several tables shall be
designed (as shown) to accommodate a person
seated in a wheelchair. The following criteria must
be met:

QJ an accessible entrance that meets all door criteria

21 counter (if cafeteria Style) is accessible or there is
table service

121 accessible tables and paths of travel within the
cafeteria or dining hall

Libraries: It would be unreasonable to assume that
all books and publication resources of the library ,

can be put within the reach of a disabled person
using a wheelchair. In light of this, it is assumed
that library personnel will be responsible for much
of the program accessibility required in this build-
ing type. The most important criteria are as follows:

121 entrance to the library must not be through a
turnstyle or other device restricting entry by a
disabled person

21 equipment and gendlial use facilities (e.g., mi-
crofilm readers, tape recorders, etc.) on an ac-
cessible level of the library and at least one of
each type of equipment is designed or posi-
tioned for accessibility

(21 if study carrels are provided, at least one should
be accessible (more if the current or projected
handicapped Student population warrants)

Accessible Table Areas

MAJOR TRAFFIO

ACCESSIBLE TABLE WITH AT
LEAST A 271/2" CLEARANCE

Accessible Stu( y Carrel

4'-4" (132 CM)

TO NEAREST BACK OBSTRUCTION

71
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Physical Education Facilities: Physically handicapped
individuals, especially those in wheelchairs, fre-
quently do not get adequate amounts of exercise in
normal daily activities. Therefore, it is particularly
important that certain physical education programs
and facilities be made available. These are the
swimming pool, exercise areas, gym, and locker
rooms and showers.

As a disabled student will both participate in and
view activities that take place in this building, it is

72

\ ACCESSIBLE
PARTICIPANTS
ENTRANCE.

important that access is provided for both these
functions. The criteria checklist should include:

Ea access to pool from locker rooms and'spectator
areas .

0 access to exercise area from locker room

0 accessible restrooms (both public and locker
areas including shower)

0 access to exterior physical education facilities
from locker rooms

Required Areas and Paths of Travel To Be Accessible

SPECTATORS

PARTICIPANTS

.*

ACCESSIBLE
SPECTATORS
ENTRANCE
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p access to gym from the locker room and spec-
tator areas ,

Laboratories: Because of the many ways that a cam-
pus can provide "program accessibility" to a dis-
abled student (e.g., student partners, modifying lab
stations, etc.), when surveying a laboratory concen-
trate on'how a disabled student would g't into and
around the laboratory. Then identify at least one.
area in the lab that has enough level floor space so
that a person using a wheelchair can maneuver to
an existing lab station (which can be lowered and
modified if necessary), or an area where a mobile
laboratory may be used. The following criteria
should be taken into consideration: .

0 laboratory is located on accessible level

0 any local or -state codes should be considered if
they affect the physical layout of the lab

0 entrance door meets minimum clear opening
criteria of 32 inches

0 emergency facilities are accessible (e.g., eye
wash at. shower station)

0 student in a wheelchair can get to all apparatus
in the lab, although all items might not be within
reach

0 level area within the lab or at an existing station
that could be modified to meet the requirements
of a disabled student

.0*

Laboratory Mobility

EXISTING WORK STATION

r7=-1

MODIFIED STATION

r
111111111

LAB STATION

Rail-hung Adjustable-Height Work Stations

0
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Signage

it is important to have signage in those areas where
there are dUplicate building functions that might
'not be accessible. For example, if only one entrance
out of four in a building is accessible, the accessible
entrance shall be signed with the International
Symbol of Access. The same is true for restrooms. It

01.

INTERNATIONAL SYMBOL OF ACCESS

a

RAISED LETTERING
NEAR OPERATING
BUTTON

would not be necessary, though, to sign each and
every aceessible space in the building. .

In an elevator signage is important to a sight-
disabled individual in two spaces. First, there
should be raised or engraved numerals to the left of
each button. On thel door jamb, raised numerals
indicating floor level should be placed 5 feet above
the hall floor. (See Elevator Specification, page 36.)

Signage

A

3 ®

ELEVATOR
FLOOR
IDENTIFICATION

OPERATING
BUTTON

of
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Before using these drawings. have them reviewed by a licensed professional who
Is registered by your state to assure that all local and state building codes are met.
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Construction Specifgations
.Portable Science Stations (Multi-Use)
,General Requirements: Stations shall be prewired
and replumbed in'factOry: 410.

Altmealtanical/electricarservice fixtures and
fitting's; shown or called for, to bemounted on or
in conjunction with portable stations and ;

AuiPment, shallbe supplied complete.

Portable silence stations, shall be designed to (1,
ptovide a convenient, barrier-free *work station.for
*students confined to wheelchairs.

.

Unit shall be self-contained ancliortable to
facilitate storage or relocation as requited by
'curriculum requiremeWs. Each unit shall be
double-sided, one side for use lwblology lab
work, the other side for chemistry or physics:kb
activities. Controls for cold water, air, and
vacuum services shall be conveniently located on
both sides of table, as well as 110V duplex".
electrical receptacles.

' . Portable science stations shall meet needs of
physically handkapped.persont confined to a
wheelchair with regard to knee. clearance; forward

. and side reach, countertop height, location of '
services and controls**, and microscope shelf
location. r

.

I-
Stations shall be 60 inches wide by 30 inches deep .

by .3.2kinches high, *V: inch.
4 -./

,'s Standard Features: Countertops shall be one-piece
i chemical resistant black fiberglass top with
I 0. built-in raised edge on all four- sides to train
t spillage. Tops shall be further recessed at area of

integrally molded sink. Built-in burette sockets
shall allow use of optional appaistus rods.

Service cabinets shall be eqttipped with doisble .'
doors to provide easy access to mechanical and .,

electrical systems which shall 12e prewired and
preplumbed.

.0.

I

Biology cabinets.sh411 consist of a pullsout shelf .

and a pull-out cupbotril Air storage of materials.

I

9PECTION "C" CONSTRUCTION SS CATIONS

Cupboards shall be Mounted on inechadad slide!
for smooth opening and clozipg:with stops
provided to prevent accidental removal. A
removableote-tray shall be included and located
within cupboards.

chemistry-physics cabinets shall consist of a
pull -out elf, a 4-inch deep drawer, and a
12-inclideep pull-out cupboard for storage.
Drawers and cup : shall be mounted on full
extension mechanical es with stops provided
to prevent accidental removal.

Water'system shall consist of p two-gallon
pressuriied supply container, a 2 gallon waste

, container, 1 lib hp pressure supply Pump with
pressure regulathig switch, and a pciseneck
faucet with a serrated tip. Water Bow shall 'be
activated by push:bUtton =caviled solenoid
valve... 1

. Electrical systemk shall be completely preWired
and protected py a ground fault interrupter
including a control panel on each side of table
apron with control ssvitcheetfor water and for
'optibhal air and'vacuum systemt. Duplex 110 V
recreptackbs shall be located on each side of the
table apron. Ehtire system shall be energized by a
10400t electrical cord fitted with a standard .

grounding three-prong plug for connection to
building service outlet.

Note: The above spedficanon gs for the basic unit only.
Specific equipment for special use (chemistry,
dc.).roill have to be included Wise overall specifias

for this Piece 0 equipment.

Emergency Shotaer Unit and Eye Wdsh Stations: 'the
existing emergency shower units and eye wash
stations shill be changed to accommodate dte
handicapped in accordance with applicable codes.
Extend and reroute the chain of the ernerilerIFY

to the level and area for wady openition
by the handicapped, if requiredrand provide
with blade handles, if required.

The existing eye washltations shall be changed to
the elevation required to accommodate the
handicapped.
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Cker Opening Measure: Items needed: a 3/4 inch di-
muter wood dotiel tut to 32 inches; 12jnchlong
straight edge; and felt tip, thin line pen.

Cut the dowel to 32 buttes in length.: Make the
following markings with the felt tip pen on the.
'dowel. Starting it one end: 1", 11/2"; 2", 3", 4". skip
t o 16", 17", 18", 20", gildpio 27", Ws; 29", 30",
31",32 ". You now have a useful tool to =MUM the
clear width Of a door operdrtg, the height of a toilet
seat, the distance of a grab bar from its supporting
wall, orthe height from dtelloor to the underside of
a 'desk, lavatory, or work table.

Clear Opening of a
,

4.
. Measuring Tool

MEASURE

4 ;

. 1

*

CLEAR °PENNS MEASURE.,
dikVATORY OR DESK MEASURE

.

. .

TOILET HEIGHT MEASURE

'Fo measure the clear opening of a door, the dowel
should be placed horizontally in the opening with

/ the door opened to 90° (see below). Panic opening
devices should not interfere with this clear opening
measure, unless the device projects below 32
inches.

4

0- - e

'If the dowel fits through the clear.opening, the door.
meets the. minimum requirements. If the dowel
doei not fit (refer to below), you can measure the
clear opening by putting the 0" end of the doviel at
the .doqr surface with the other end as. close as
possible to. the door stop and jamb (see below). The
dimension from the door face to the stop can be teed
by placing a straight edge as 'Shown...

Measuring Clear cpenIng If Dori

:,



Measuring from Door Flo e to the Stop Ar

b.

Ratnpe! 1:12.8we Requirerrient

Too stsp-
suesix HIGH 81:66:,7.

..

itamp Slope Check: Itemeniecied112 lr.tch long bubble
,,level; piece of wood 12 inches long by 1 inch high

; and the width of the bubble level; arid glue to join
the level and the wood. . .

.

Cutthe piece of wood so that 1 inch on 12 iih remP
ake the level and glue it (as shown) to .

thr12 inch side of the block of wood. This device
can now bused to determhie whether an existing
ramp meets or exceeds the 1 inch on 12'inch slope
reqmiremealts.

sLopE fig

wefts CENTERED

Bubble Level and Wood Piece

S II

4'
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Door Openireg Pressure lofeasuri: Items heeded area 'the handle of die door open to approdmately 1 foc;t,
spring scale (Measuring faun 0 to at least.10 tb.), and
some way of attaching this spring scale to the hen-
dies of doors to be checked.

and at rest.. Raid the dosing force in pounds. .The
closing force is ,approxitnatebi.6P percent of the
force needed to open the . Ost, timoMre,
multiply this "closing ' by 1.6710 obtain the.'
Opening force required fc the particular door being
checked. Unless otherwise specified by applicable.

. ire- safety codes, an exterior door in the pathoof
travel considered accessible 'shall not exceed 8

:poundt opening force. An inleilOrdoor shall have. a
: =drawn .opening pressure.of 8 pounds. .

I.

lb. dosing force x i.67
lb. opening rave.

The 60 percent efficiency factor is based bn ANSI
A156.4 which requires that a door closer must be at
least 60 percent efficient.

tape Measure: A steel measuring tape of at least 6t
This device will measure the closing forces anted feet will be necessary to' obtain the other dirnent
by the door closer foot. Attach the spring scale to .sions needed ferties survey.
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